IoT: The Next Wave
of Cyber Threats
and the Best Practices Against Them
The Internet of Things (IoT) is a relatively new network of Internet-enabled everyday objects
(e.g., “smart” lightbulbs, thermostats, doorbells, etc.) that have seen explosive growth with no
https://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=prUS44596319
sign of stopping. IDC forecasts worldwide
IoT spending will surpass the $1T mark in 2022.
IoT devices are an increasingly common tool for massively destructive attacks.
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Problem: When products are produced cheaply, everything's done on a budget.
For example, the device driver software may be written by an inexpensive
novice programmer and there is zero reason for the company producing
the device to patch/update the code once the device has shipped.

MIRAI AND THE BOTNET OF THINGS

In 2016, attackers used an IoT botnet to launch, what was at that time, the largest recorded
DDoS attack at service provider Dyn. The attack subsequently took out many popular user
services, including GitHub, Twitter, and Netflix.

The IoT botnet was a result of Mirai, malware that targeted vulnerable devices and used a
list of known default usernames and passwords in attempts to gain access. If the owner of
the device never changed its default credentials, Mirai was able to log in and take over.
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Devices with low security are infected and transformed into botnets to launch DDos attacks.

600,000 IoT Devices
Mirai’s peak in November 2016

COMMON IOT ATTACKS

Man in the Middle Attacks
MITM attacks should be detectable through proper use of encryption, but many devices fail to
properly vet the cert they may be presented, accepting any cert that's offered.
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Vulnerability Exploits
Whereas PC security has improved over the years, IoT devices often still suffer from rudimentary vulnerabilities that attackers can easily exploit. In many cases, patches for these pitfalls
cannot be deployed remotely, leaving an entire generation of machines and their users vulnerable.

Reflective Amplification Attacks
IoT devices, limited by their size and processing power, typically use a lightweight protocol
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Confor
communication such as CoAP. However, this machine-to-machine protocol is vulnerable
https://www.zdnet.com/article/the-coap-prototo IP
address spoofing and packet amplification.
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IOT SECURITY BEST PRACTICES
Track and Account
Identify exactly what devices are connected and what they do.
Then add them to an asset inventory, and continue monitoring
their health and safety.

Secure Configuration
All data circulated within an IoT system should be accounted for
and mapped accordingly. This includes credentials as well as data
gathered by the sensors and active devices in the environment.

Incorporate DNS Security
Every IoT network already shares a solution: the Domain Name
System (DNS). Because the DNS is the entry point for every Internet-connected device and application, it plays a critical role in IoT,
enabling devices to connect, discover, and communicate.

FARSIGHT’S DNSDB®

DNSDB is a real-time DNS
historical database that provides a unique, fact-based,
multifaceted view of certain
key configurations of the
global Internet infrastructure.

Using DNSDB, organizations can derive meaningful insights to drive actions such as:
•
Connect attacks to specific domains, IPs, ASNs, and email addresses to map
out malicious infrastructure
•
Detect suspicious spikes in global DNS queries for a specific domain
•
Predict future attacks by identifying related domains and IPs associated with malware

Farsight collects Passive DNS data from its global sensor array and then filters and
verifies the DNS transactions before inserting them into the DNSDB along with
ICANN-sponsored zone file access download data. The result is the highest-quality
and most comprehensive Passive DNS data service of its kind. DNSDB is engineered and operated by leading Farsight DNS experts.

Ready to learn more?
Contact Farsight Security today and learn how DNSDB can help.
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